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MANEUVERABILITY INVESTIGATION OF THE F6C-3
FLIGHT INSTRUMENTS

AIRPLANE WITH SPECIAL

By C. H. DEAEBOENanclH. W. KIESCmAUM —

SUMMARY

This inredigation was made for the purpose of ob-
taining information cm the. maneuverability of the
F6CM fighter aiqhne. % teds were conducted by
the National Adri.sory Committee for Aeronautics at
Langley Field, Vs., at the request of the Bureau of
Aeronautics, ATavyDepartment. It is thejirst in a series
OJm“mikr investigations to be conducted on a number
of mifitary airpfunes for the purpose of comparing the
abilities of these airplanea to maneurer, and a.ko to
establish a fund of quuntitatice data. which muy be
used in formulating standard~of conapariwnfor rating
the maneurerabiliiy of any airplane. A large part oj
this initial investigation UMSnecessarily dewted to the
derefopment and trial of methods suitable for we in
subsequent investigations of this nature.

.%r speed, angular celocity, linear acceleration, and
position of the control mofaceg were measured by in-
struments in the airplane during loops, push-doums$
pull-outs from dire~, pull-ups from lecel $ight, barrel
rolls, and tins. The coordinates of the $ight patha
were deduced from the data whenecer posm”ble, and
were checked in some cases by the use of a camera ob-
scura. Tle results are giren in curres showing the
;ariation of the measured quantities m“th rss-peci to
dime, and mam”mumrake are tabulated.

INTRODUCTION

.4t the time tiat this work was started, the rating
of .an aiqdane with regard to its ability to maneuver
was based Iargely upon individual opinions rather
than upon definitely established accomplishments.
Not only was there a lack of quantitative data which
couId be used in comparing the maneuverability of
difTerent airplanes, but there was also considerable
uncertainty as to which quantities best express ma-
neuverability. It was desirable, therefore, that a
method be deveIoped by means of which a compre-
hensive investigation of the various phases of the
maneuverability of a number of airplanes could be
made. From a collection of quantitative data ob-
tained by this meam, it should not only be possible
to compare the merits of the airplanes investigated,
but also to formulate a satisfactory criterion for

maneuverability and to draw definite conclusions re-
garding the factors which influence it.

The problem of the determination of mmeuver-
abiIity mu attacked several yeara ago by recording
anggar velocities and Linear accelerations incurred
during maneuvers with a JN4-h airpkne (Ref-
erences 1 and 2). Since then some additional data
of interest on this subject have been obtained in-
cidental to other researches. The above data, how-
ever, were not sufficiently comprehensive for the
purposes outlined, and a thorough investigation of
the maneuverability of a number of military air-
phmes has, therefore, been ititiated by the National
Advisory C!omrnittee for Aeronautics, at Langley
Field, Vs., at the request of the Bureau of Aero-
nautics, Navy Department.

The preliminary work in this series of investiga-
tions was conducted on an F6C-3 fighter airplane,
and is reported herein. ‘His work was devoted largely
to the development and trial of methods to be em-
pIoyed in these teats. Instruments in the airplane
mere used to record linear accelerations along the
three reference axes, rmgdar velocities about these
axes, the air speed, and the positions of the control
surfaces throughout various types of maneuvers.
From these data the flight paths of maneuve~ in a
verticaI plane were deduced by integmtion. Some
of the 3ight paths were also recorded directly by mema
of a camera obsoura, which was fitted up for triaI dur-
ing the teste. This method of recorc@ fight paths
was not utilized to its best advant~uel however, due
to insuf%cient development of the caxnera-obscura
equipment et the time of these tests.

APPARATUS AND METHODS
APPARATUS

The airplane (l?igure 1) used in this investigation is
an F6C-3 @htm powered with a C!urt.issD-12 engine
rated at 425 horsepower. The principal speoMca-
tiom of this airplane are listed in the appendix. The
gross weight of the airplane as prepared for testswas
2,920 pounds, which is 40 pounds less than the speci-
fied weight. The load carried during the tests was so
distributed that the normal location of the C. (?. “of
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118 REPORT NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS

the airplane was practically unchanged. In order to
provide room for the recording instruments, it was
necessary to remove the main gasoIine tank and sub-
stitute a small 22-gallon underslung tank.

The instruments consisted of three angular-velocity
recorders (turn meter), aperformancerecorder, arecord-
ing inclinometer, a 3-component recording accelero-
meter, and a timer. All instruments were of the

=-’-~
FIGUREl.—Phnandelevationofthe F. SC%akplane

standard N.A.C,A. photographic recording type. They
are described briefly beIow.

hgular-velooity reoorder (turn rneter).-This in-
strument is &scribed in detail in Reference 1. Three
of these recorders were used and so mounted in the
airplane as to record the angular veIociti* about its
three reference axes.

Performance recorder,—This instrument is the
same as the recording h-speed meter described in
Referauce 3, except that altitude and temperature
recording elements are incorporated in the sanm in-
strument. The air-speed diaphragm was connected
to a swivehng Pitot-stdic head mounted on an outer

strut. The temperature recorder is of tho electrical
type, its operation depending upon the change of
rasist~ce of a length of wire with temperature change.
The re@mce wire was mounted on the under side of
the lower wing near the interplane struts, Tho
altitude element waEof the usual aneroid tcype.

Recording ind.inometer.-This instrument is of
the ofl damped pendulum type. It waa installed in
the airplane to record the angle between the X axis
of the airplane and the horizontal during steady level
flight preceding a maneuver.

Three-component accelerometer,—A description of
this instrument is given in Reference 4. Linear ac-
celerations along the three reference axes of the air-
plane..were obtained by mounting this instrument at
the C; 6. of the airplane.

Control-position recorder,—This imdrument, de-
scribed in Reference 5, was connected to the controls
to give a continuous record of their position during a
maneuver.

!l’imer.-This instrument was used to synchronize,
at l-second intervak, records from the above instru-
ments. It consists of a constant-speed motor actu-
ating-~ electric interrupter tlmough a worm gear drive.
The interrupter controls the timing lights in the re-
cordigg instruments. Lines produced by these tim-
ing lights are shown on a set of instrument records in
Figure 2.

AU instruments, with the exception of the control
position recorder which was installed in the cockpit,
“were secured to a special mounting as i.hstrated in
Figure 3. In order to make room for this installfi-
tion and to allow for the placing of the acceleromd.er
at the C, G., the main gasoline tank had to be removed
and a small specially constructed underslung tank
substituted as shown on a view of the airplane in
Figure 1. The instrument mounting was placed on
blocks of sponge rubber to minimize the effect of vi-”
bration on the records. A master switch was located
on top of the control stick for operating all instruments.
The gyro motors in the angular-velmity recorders were
on a mparate circuit, allowing the pilot to bring them
up h“ speed b~ore starting the records.

Two camera-obscura installations were used in addi-
tion to the above instruments as a second method of
obtaining flight paths, One of these, which was con-
structed under the roof of the N. A. C. A. hangar, is
shown diagrammatically in Figure 4. It consists of a”
dark room about 6 feet-square, a 46-inch focal length
lens mounted in the roof at an angle of 30° to the hori-
zontal, a drafting table on which film was placed, and
a focal plane shutter attached to a large sheet of
balloon cloth. This shutter is used to follow tho air-
plane image and makes exposures at regular timo inter-
vals. (Reference 5.) This camera was used to pho-
tograph vertical plane maneuvers and spins. The
other camera obscura with lens axis vertical was used

--
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for determiningg the velocity of the wind. The same
lens and shutter were used in both camera-obscura
installations. Synchronization between the camera
and instrument records was not attempted during this
investigation.

- METHOD OF TESTS

The flight program was drawn up to include the
following maneuvers:

One low-speed and one high+peed loop.
Pushdowna at 100 m. p. h. with variations of

abruptness of control.
Pull-outs from dives at 140 m. p. h. with variations

of abruptness of control.
PuI1-upsfrom horizontal tlight with variations of air

speed and abruptness of control.
Rudder maneuvem.

mounted on frames. In executing the maneuver to
be recorded, the pilot started the gyro motors in the
angular-velocity recorders brought the airpkme to a
condition of level flight at a desired air speed, started
the recording instruments, and about one second later
started the maneu~er. The entire mmeuver w-asper-
formed without changing the throttle setting, and con-
tinuous instrument and camera-obscura records were
obtained, starting from the lerel flight condition. The
same procedure, without the trial maneuver, was nec-
essaxdy foIlovred for aII maneuvers whether performed
before the camera obscura or not, except those per-
formed for the determination of minimum radius of
turn. b the latter case the airplane was held in a
turn with full throttie setting untiI, in the opinion of
the piIot, a condition of steady horizontal turning of
minimum radius had been attained. Only a short

Phnto$rmbofthemus

Steady horizontal turns at various air speeds for the
determination of minimum radius of turn.

Right and leffibarrel-rolls.
Right and left spins.
Maneuvers were executed at various altitudes from

approximately 3,000 to 20,000 feet, in an attempt to
determine the effect of altitude on msneumrability.
This attempt failed, however, to give any consistent
results worthy of consideration, because of the effect
at high altitudes of the 10w temperatmes on the
instruments.

When preparing to record a maneuver in the field of
the camera obscura, the pilot first performed a trial
maneuver during which he was guided into the camera
field by ground sigmde employing huge sheets of cloth

record was then taken, as this was sutlicient for a deter-
mination of the instantaneous radius of turn. The
use of a camera obscura was not feasible in this maneu-
ver, because of the lack of a proper means of com-
munication between the pilot and the ground station.

In connection with the use of the camera obscura it
was necessary ta determine accurately the direction and
velocity of the wind. This was done immediately
before camera-obscura records were to be Mien. For
this purpose mother airplane was flown over the ver-
tical camera obscura in three directions approximately
1200 apait, at a constant air speed, and at the altitude
in which the maneuvers were to be performed. The
three paths traversed by this airpkme were recorded
by the camera obscura on photostat paper, and the
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FIGUEB2.—Inatrnmentrewrdsfora loop
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wind vector was determined from these records. Since Curves showing angdar velocities, linear accelera-
the accuracy of the camera-obscura method of deter tions, and ccmt.rokwface position versus time were —-
mining flight path is directIy dependent on the accu- deduced directiy from the records. The indicated air
racy of the measured wind vectors, the camera obscura apeed was corrected for interference, converted to true
was not used when the wind was high or unsteady.

--—
air speed, and was also plotted on-the same time scale.
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COMPUTATION OF RESULTS

Continuous records of the angular velocities about
the three reference ccms of the -lane, the linear
accelerat.ions along these axes, the air speed, the
position of the three control surfaces, the air tempera-
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FIGCH4.—OenersIarrangementofobIfqnecameraobsoom

ture, and the air pressure were obtained in the various
types of maneuvem. The attitude of the aiqiane in
steady flight at the start or completion of a maneuver
also was obtained by means of the recording inclinom-
eter. During accelerated flight, however, this instru-
ment does not give a correct indication of the air-
plane’s attitude. Sample records obtained on the
recording instruments in a loop are shown in Figure 2.

s93~

tmmentmounting

The correction for interference was found from speed
course runs on a similar airpkme and the factor for con-
version from indicated
to true air speed from
therecorded air tempera-
ture and pressure.
Thecontrolpositionrec-
ord aho-ivedthe move-
ment of the lefkaderon,
and since the airplane
~as fitted withd.ifferen-
tid aileron contro~ a
curve @’igure5)showing
the relative motion of
thetvvoaiIeronahasbeen
inchded. Anguhraccel-
erationswere found by a
graphicaIdifferentiation
of the angular velocity
curves and were plotted
on the time scale. The
resultant angular ve-
locity for mmeuvers in
which rotationoccurred

.—

FKIUBE5.—I)bTamntIaIaIkon aetfonon
Rw?+atrplann

about more than one axis alsowas determined by adding
the components vectoridy and plotting versus time.
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The radius of horizontal turn and the corresponding
air speed were computed from the recorded angular
velocities and linear accelerations by means of the
following equationa for uniform circular motion:

(1)

V“hhr (2)

a.=~~~ (3)

where
R ==Radius of turn.
V= Air speed.
a,= Resultant of the three recorded accelera-

tions.
an= Component of acceleration due to rotation.
a,= Resultant angular velocity.

The acceleration, %, which is normal to the axis of
turn was found by deducting vectorially the eilect of

z axis--7
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gravity from the remdtant recorded accelwation as
indicated by equation (3). The minimum radius of
turn of the airplane was determined from a curve
in which the computed radii were plotted versus ati
speed.

Flight paths were determined from instrument
records for vertical plane maneuvers in which all
rotation occurred about an axis parallel to the Y axis
of the airplane. The fist step is the determination
of angular displacement from the recorded angular
velocity curves by integration. The integration was
performed mechanically by means of an integraph run
over photographic enlargemeqb of the origimd angular

COMMI!i’I’EElFOR AERONAUTICS

velocity recor+, The constants of integration were
determined from the attitude of the airplano at the
start of the maneuvers as recorded by the inclinom-
eter. The attitude of the X axis at any instant was
then found by adding this constant to the anglo g-ivon
by the ordinate of the in@ral curm for that instant,
The vertical and horizontal components of tile acceler-
ation due to rotation and change in linear velocity
were then found by graphical means, as illustrated
in Figure 6. The recorded accelerations along tlm X
and Z axes were added vectorial by laying off vcctma
in the directions of these axes at intervals throughout
the maneuvers. A vertical acceleration of one g was
then subtracted from the sum of these two vectors and
the remaining vector divided into vertical and hori-
zontal components, Curves of horizontal and vertical
accelerations versus time were then obtained by plot-
ting @3se valuas.

The second step in the determination of the 13ight “---
path is the integration of the acceleration curvw to “
obtain displacements. These acceleration curves were
mechanically integrated twice by means of the inte-
graph, The first integration gave the velocity compo-
mentsto which it was necessary to add the proper con-
3tant9 of integration. As the maneuvers were started
from level flight, the horizontal constants were given
by the true air speed at the start of the manmnwrs
mndthe vertical constants were zerc. IZorizontaI and
vertical displacement curves were then obtained from
tie velocity curves by a second integration.

Th6 flight paths were plotted frcmthe displacement
mrves thus obtained. The attitudo of the airplane
throughout the mameuvemwas known from previous
htegration of the angular velocity curves It was,
therefore, possilie to determine angks of attack by
measuringthe angles between the X axis and tangenta
;Othe flight path throughout the maneuvers,

True flight paths for vertical plane maneuvem
:ecorded by the camera obscura were obtained graph-
ically by applying a perspective correction and a
windcorrection to the recorded paths. The perspective
:orrection is necessitated by the fact that the plane of
he maneuvers was vertical while the film was placed
it an angle of 30° to the vertical. The procedure is
:omparable to the construction of a map from an aerial
]hotograph of level country, taken when the optical
@s of the camera is inclined to the vertical.

The wind correction is required bccauso the camera
}bscura records the path with respect ~ the ground,
lather than the desired path with respect to the air. - ‘-
rhe wind velocitiea were determined graphically from
he photographic records obtained in the wind runs
uade immediately before the maneuvera. The scakw
]f the corrected paths were determined by the size of
;he airplane image.
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Radius of turn-Figure 16.
BameLroUs-F_ 17 and 18.
Spins-Figures 19 to 21, inclusive.
The results obtained in the vtious types of maneu-

vers are dkmribed below.
Iioops,-The two loops shown in Figures 7 and 8

were st.axt-edat air speeda of 119 and 147 m. p. h.,

.4r@or occe!eroh

Angulw vehcff~ ---

Anguh- d@o/ace

Atr speed ----”

Normaf acceiffafion ,

Time, seconds
K

!

FIQUEX14.-W m. p. Lt.alwnptPOII-UPmaneuver

rwpectively. The elevator-deflection, angular-ve-
locity, and anguk-acceleration curms are noticeably
more irregular throughout the low-speed maneuver,
and the maximum elevator deflection is considerably
greater at low speed. The flight path show that the
high-speed loop was executed without 10SSof altitude,
whereas in the low-speed one level flight was regained
about 380 feet below the initial position of the airpkme.
The normal-acceleration curves for both maneuve~

me sidar iu shape throughout, but the values are
approximately lg greater in the high-speed loop. A
maximum vrdue of 3.7g was atta”hmd. It occurred
Wtie kVe@ OUt near the end Of the 100P. L~hUIU

Hariza-#ul dispfacem~ fee+

P’IGUBE16.<Om@Wn Ofuht P8th9 h’ abimpt
pon-nps

vahms of angukir velocity of the airplane about its
lateral axis are 0.79 radian per second in the high-
speed loop and 0.72 radian per second in the other
case. The former mdue, however, occurred at the top
of the loop and the latter about 3 seconds after the top.

It has been previously stated that the interference
correction for unaccelmted flight which has been
applied to the recorded air speeds, apparently is not
sticient for conditions of accelerated flight. This is
shown by the manner in which the air speed varies
throughout the loops. The records in Figure 7 show
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plane did not respond appreciably untd one-haIf second
after thecontrol movement started,whereastheresponse
was much quicker with tha gradually applied elevator.

Pull-outs from dives.-’l%o pull-outs from dives
(Figures 10 and 11) were recorded primarily to deter-
mine the altitude necessary for recovery from this
type of maneuver. Controlling for leveling out from
the dives was started when an air speed of about 140
m. p. h. was reached. The control movement for the
first-maneuver was more abrupt than for the second,
and inclinations of flight paths to the horizontal at
the time of controlling were about 70° and 55°,
respectively. The instrument-record flight paths show
losses of altitude in recovery of 310 feet in about 2.5
seconds for the first and 500 feet in 3.5 seconds for

CCMMFITEE FOR AERONAUTICS

The curves in Figur= 12 and 13 show the results
for the three methods of cuntrol at approximate
speeds of 140 m p. h. and 120 m. p. h., respectively.
Figure 14 shows an abrupt pull-up at 90 m. p. h.
Figure 15 gives. a comparison of the flight paths for
the abrupt maneuvers of Figures 12, 13, and 14.
Co@cd positions are not shown in Figure 14 because
the racorder failed, but the elevator action is eimilar to
that-for the other abrupt maneuvers. The latter
dotted portions of the flighhpath curves in all three
figures were determined from the camera obscu.ra and
the solid portions from instrument records. This
was done because the rolling and yawing of the air-
plane during the latter parts of the maneuvers rendered
the calculation of flight pathe from instrument --

Free, seconds -.

Fmmm2L–Flmt leftspin

the second maneuver. Flight paths derived from the
camera obscura are also presented. The maximum
normal accelerations recorded were 6.60g and 6.05g,
re9pective1y. The maximum angular velocity was 1.45
radians per second for the first puII-out and 0.60 radian
per second for the second pull~ut,

Pull-ups from horizontal fright,-Data obtained in
these maneuvers with three methods of elevator
control at different speeds are shown in Figures 12,
13, and 14, The three methods of elevator cotitrol
are termed ‘(abrupt, ” ‘(intermediate, ” and “mild.”
The abrupt method consisted in paling the control
stick all the way back as quickly as possible. The
control movements were der and less rapid in
the intermediate and miId maneuvers.

records impracticable. Since the camera-obscura
records were not synchronized with instrument
records, the joining of the curves was accomplished by
superimposing the camera-cbscura curves on the
portions of the curvw determined by instruments.

Figures 12 and 13 show that the effect of varying
the method of control from abrupt to @d i? a con-
sistent variation in the altitude gained and tho
Violenm of the maneuvers. A comparison of the
abrupt puI1-ups at diflerent speeds shows, howevcrj
that all the quantities measured did not vary in the
same order as the speed. The three abrupt pull-ups
were ;Larted from true ati speeds of 142 m, p. h.l 119
m. p. h., &d 90 m. p. h., respectively. The greatest
normal and longitudinal accelerations, the greatest
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anguhr velocity, and the least time for a rotation of
30° in pitch occurred in the fit maneuver. These
vahw.s are 6.659, 1.8g, 1.55 radians per second, and
0.55 second, respectivdy. The smallest values for
these quantities occurred at the lowest speed. The
maximum angular acceleration, however, is 4.0 radians
per second zin the 119 m. p. h. pull-up, whiIe the maxi-
mum valuM in the 142 m. p. h. and 90 m. p. h. maneu-
vers are 3.7 radians per second z and 3.2 radians per
second ‘, respectively. A comparison of the flight
paths for these three pull-ups @igure 14) shows that
vertical displacements varied in the same order as the
speeds, but that the minimum horizontal displacement
occurred in the 119 m. p. h. maneuver.

0.80g forthefit and 1.50gforthesecand maneuver. The
time for 45° displacement about the Z axis was 1.60 see:
ends for the fit and 1.5o seconds for the last maneuver.

Radius of turn.-The qesuh of a series of runs made
to determine the minimum radius of turn are given in
Figure 17. The minimum value from the average
curve is 155 feet at an air speed of 76 m. p. h. The
computed centrifugal acceleration for this turn is
2.5g, tha angle of bank is 68° and the angle of attack
which is the arctangent of the ratio of longitudinal
and normal accelerometer readingawas found to be 120.

Bazrel rolls.-The rmdts obtained in two barrel-
rolls are given in Figurm 18 and 19. The maneuver
of Figure 18 was a right roll started at a speed of 147

.L~
.5 8 11111 Illttll ltl’t’rrrl-ttll I Ill

K
~3z6\

L2160” I I

Tim, seconds

FIGIJFX22.-SecondIeftspin

Rudder maneuvers,-l%o rudder maneuvers (l?ig-
ure 16) are included primarily for the purpose of indi-
cating the rate of change of attitude about the Z axis
and the accompanying transverse acceleration pro-
duced by an abrupt movement of the rudder. The
first maneuver was executed at 105 m. p. h. with a
rudder movement of 33° in about 0.6 second, while the
speed of the second maneuver was 141 m. p. h. with a
rudder displacement of 330 in about 1 second. A
maximum angular velocity about the Z axis of 0.95
radian per second for the tit maneuver and 1.10
radiane per second for the second were recorded with
the corresponding angular accelerations of 1.7 radians
per second’ and 2.o radians per second? respectively.
The maximum transverse accelerations recorded were

m. P. h., a.d that Of me 19 a left roJJst=ted at a
speed of 140 m. p. h. There was aIso a difference in
the control movements. The rudder and elevator
were appIied more abruptly, and the rudder deflection
was much greater in the right roII than in the left one.
An anguhr wlocity of 4.00 radians per second about
the X axis and a remdtsnt of 4.80 radians per second
vmre attained in the first mrmemwr. The maximum
angular velocities for the second maneuver were
slightly more than one-half as great. There was but
little difference in the mmimum normal accelerations
in the two maneuvers, however, as 6.90g was attained
in the right ro~ and 6.80g in the left.

Sp&I.—Two right and two left spins were recorded.
The data for only one right spin are included (Figure
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20), as the results obtained in these two spins were
practically identical. Data a~eincluded, however, for
both left spins @igures 21 and 22) as an appreciable
difference was noted in the results. All the spins were
started from level flight at about 78 m. p. h. with the
engine throttled k give 800 to 900 r. p. m. during the
resultant spins. In going into the spins the elevator
and the rudder were moved aimultsneously through
large angles much in the same manner m for the barrel
rolls. The ailerons either were not used or to a lesser

Indkated air speed m.p.h.
Fmurm .%.-Nor& accelerationvsrsns lndfratsd alr SWW for abrupt

puu-npa

extent than in the rolls. Angular velocity and linear
acceleration values fluctuated considerably during the
first part of the spins, but the records for the latter
part of the spins indicatid that nearly steady condi-
tions were attained. The mtimum angular veloci-
ties of 2.80 radians per second for the right spin, 3.05
radians per second for the fit left spin, and 2.75
radians per second for the second left spin were re-
corded about the X axis with values about the Z axis
of slightly less magnitude. The angular velocity
curve for rotation about the Y axis indicates the least
uniform rate of increase of velocity. A maximum
normal accehration of 2.40g was recorded during the
first left spin, while 2.00g was reached in the other two
spins, The radius of the spiral path determined from
the camera obscura was found not to exceed 5 feet.
It is probable that if these spins had been held for a
longer duration of time, more uniform conditions would
have been reached giving a closer agreement of data.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

Table I summarizes, the principal results of this
investigation. .The tirn~ given in this table are
measured from the instant the controls were moved
born their normal positions. It may be seen that the
greatest resultant angular velocity (4.80 radians per
second) and the greatest normal acceleration (6.90g)
occurted in the right barrel-roll at 147 m. p. h, The
arugdar velocities attained in spins were ako fairly
la~e, and the normal accelerations in pull ups at about
140 m, p. h. were but Iittle less than that atttincd in
the barrel-roll.

Wxe 23 shows the variation of maximum normal
acceleration with air speed. The curve gives the -
theoretical relationship betwecm velocity and normal
acceleration. This is expressed by tho formula

~,
an= -3—,, in which anis the normal acceleration, VOthe

T%ftl

initial air speed in an abrupt pull up) ~d v~t~. tile
stalling speed of the airpkme. The experimental po~ti ‘-”

are values measured in abrupt pull-ups, many of which
are not otherwise given in this report. With a stalling
speed of 53 m. p. h., the theoretical curve passes
through the experimental points reasonably well.

LANGLEY MEMORIAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,
JWATIONAL ADVISORY COMMI~EZI FOR AERO-

NAUTICS,
LANGLEY FIELD, VA., AICZVM?, l!XO.
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APPENDIX

SPECIFICATIONS OF F6C-3 AIRPLANE I

En@e ----------------------------- Curtiss D-12.
Ho=power ------------------------- 425at 2,300 r.p. m.
FuU load ---------------------------- 2,9601b.
We@t Wr~. ft-------------------- 11.71b.
W@ht Wrhp ----------------------- 6.981b.
hfafimm ~A--------------------- 165 m.p.h.
*rvimceting ----------------------- 22,700 ft.
Wtigambclu@aflerons ---------- 252sq. ft.
A2emn ~-------------------------- 18.ii2aq. ft.
Stibfimr ar------------------------ 18.13 sq. ft.
Mevator =ea------------------------ 14.78 sq. ft.
An ----------------------------- k67sq. ft.
Rudder area ------------------------- 10.8 sq. ft.
AXofl Wtion ----------------------- ClarkY.

{
Upper 31.5 ft.wmg mm-------------------------- ~wa26ft

k&h----------------------------- ‘22ft. 7~ain.
Height--------------_------------;-- 9.25ft
~P-------------------------------- 4ft.6hE in.
b@eofkcidace ------------------- -2”.
Seer ----------------------------- 38.6in.

{
upper o.~*al ---------------------------- ~Werl%O

&*pback -------------------------- ‘None. ‘-
Distance from leading edge levier wing

torudder tige -------------------- 13.5 ft.
Distance forward from kaciing edge

lowertigto C. G------------------ 2.9in.

-.

-.
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